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LE MANS - 25 September 

Race 1 

1. THOUSAND DREAMS - Off the mark in a maiden two runs back before 

finishing fifth at Clairefontaine. Can be competitive.  

2. KISS POM - Won last two in claimers with a 3L success over 1650m last 

month. Drop in trip is a concern.  

3. KITTEN STAR - Shown limited ability on all three starts and prefer to see 

more before considering.  

4. TREAUVILLE - Seven-race maiden but produced a better effort when 

fourth at Nancy last time. Could find a place.  

5. SKIP CHOP - Nine-race maiden who has yet to find a place. Others make 

more appeal.  

6. RUZ GWENN HA DU - Seventh of nine in a claimer on debut at Nancy and 

could improve for the experience.  

7. LEONORA - Last of twelve on debut at Saint Cloud 1400m earlier this 

month and will need significant improvement.  

8. LADY CAT'S - Down the field on all three starts in claiming company and 

hard to consider.  

9. TSELENA - Finished last of nine on debut at Dieppe 1100m in June and 

needs to improve for this longer journey.  

10. CAPTAIN LOUGIE - Disappointing effort when eleventh at Saint Cloud 

last time and hard to fancy on that effort.  

11. SPHERICAL - Still a maiden after six starts but found the frame in a 

claimer at Nancy 1350m last time. Can go close.  

12. TAMA DAVEN - Beaten 6L in a claimer last month and may struggle 

again in this contest.  

Summary 

KISS POM (2) looks to complete a hat-trick after two wins in claimers. 

Justified favouritism by 3L over 1650m and could win again. SPHERICAL (11) 

found the frame when third in a claimer at Nancy over 1350m. Could be 
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competitive. THOUSAND DREAMS (1) gained a first run two outings back but 

could only finish fifth next time when beaten 9L. Worth another chance. 

TREAUVILLE (4) just missed the frame when fourth and might place. 

Selections 

KISS POM (2) - SPHERICAL (11) - THOUSAND DREAMS (1) - 

TREAUVILLE (4) 

Race 2 

1. FORZA SEDACA - Beat just one rival at Craon 1600m in Class 3 event last 

time but could finish closer back in a maiden.  

2. MARBLING - Showed promise on first two starts before below par sixth 

over 1350m in June Needs to bounce back.  

3. MOASA - Fourth in a maiden at Clairefontaine 1600m last time but does 

not seem to be progressing and could prove vulnerable.  

4. AINTREEGIRL - Fourth at Craon 1600m recently and not without a chance 

returned to a maiden race.  

5. MADEMOISELLE EMMA - Second on debut at Clairefontaine 1600m in 

August. Down in trip but should go well.  

6. YOMOGI - Sixth in a maiden at Deauville 1100m last month. Back up in trip 

and could make the breakthrough.  

7. MOGGINS - Could not get competitive when sixth in a handicap last time 

and could find it tough in this contest.  

8. LA VENUS ESPAGNOLA - Placed in four of six starts. Beaten 2L at La 

Teste over this journey last time and should be thereabouts.  

9. MINX AT MIDNIGHT - Likely to have needed the run when sixth on return 

and can be expected to improve on that effort.  

10. LEFKADA - Beat one rival home on debut at Compiegne 1600m and will 

need plenty of improvement to feature.  

11. AMELIDAY - Faces a tough ask first time out and would prefer to watch.  

12. AMARONA - Makes debut for leading yard and is one to watch in the 

betting.  
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Summary 

YOMOGI (6) finished sixth over 1100m at Deauville beaten 9L. Could fare 

better at this journey and finish closer. MADEMOISELLE EMMA (5) made a 

promising debut when second at Clairefontaine over 1600m on debut. Set to 

go well despite drop in trip. MINX AT MIDNIGHT (9) may have needed the run 

when sixth and will be fitter for that effort. MARBLING (2) struggled third up 

but previous placed efforts give her a chance. 

Selections 

YOMOGI (6) - MADEMOISELLE EMMA (5) - MINX AT MIDNIGHT (9) - 

MARBLING (2) 

Race 3 

1. BENGAL BAY - Back-to-back victories earlier in the year but could only 

finish sixth at Cholet 1350m last time. Claims if at best.  

2. MA BOY HARRIS - May have needed the run when down the field at 

Fontainebleau last week but needs improvement.  

3. VICTOCHOP - Returning from a long absence when only beating one rival 

at Compiegne this month. This run may come too soon.  

4. MLLE CELESTE - Makes debut in what looks to be a tough race and may 

benefit from experience.  

5. LIBERTADORE - Still a maiden after seven starts and finished last of 

thirteen recently. More needed.  

6. MISS TICHE - Handicap winner two runs back and may have 1600m 

beyond her next time. Chance at this journey.  

7. GO WELL SPICY - Back to form when second in claimer at Compiegne 

1600m earlier this month. Should go well.  

8. THUNDERDOME - Twelve-race maiden who was beaten 11L at Saint 

Cloud last time. More needed.  

9. CHAMAILLE - Out of form in handicaps and has placed once in seven 

starts. Could improve for switch to claimers.  

10. ONE BITE - Has been out of form since returning from a break and would 

prefer to watch at present.  
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11. CARISSIMA AMANDA - Beaten 11L in a handicap at Longchamp 1600m 

recently and should find this easier.  

12. PANTHERA TIGRIS - Sixteen-race maiden and has shown little to get 

excited about. Look to avoid.  

13. YADELAJOIE - Beaten 9L into fourth in a claimer over 1700m last time 

but this drop in trip may help.  

Summary 

GO WELL SPICY (7) finished second in a claimer at Compiegne over 1600m. 

Could be competitive at this shorter journey. MISS TICHE (6) was a winner 

two runs back. Excuses for a heavy defeat the next time and may bounce 

back. BENGAL BAY (1) has not been at his best since recording back-to-back 

victories earlier in the year but is a leading contender if returning to known 

form. CHAMAILLE (9) might improve for the switch to claimers having 

struggled in handicaps. 

Selections 

GO WELL SPICY (7) - MISS TICHE (6) - BENGAL BAY (1) - CHAMAILLE 

(9) 

Race 4 

1. SENEPARK - Beaten 4L over 1400m last time but should fare better at this 

distance and could find the frame.  

2. MON OURAGAN - Finished second on last two starts including when 

beaten 4L at Dax 2300m. Place claims.  

3. AYDON CASTLE - Placed on all three runs this year most recently at 

Compiegne 2400m in this class. Not without a chance.  

4. MONTY - Three-time winner last year but has not been in the same form 

this time around. Beaten 5L at Compiegne 1600m in July but this longer trip 

could help. 

5. RODERICK - Returned from a long absence this year and was fourth at 

this level in August. Should be involved.  

6. REY PELAYO - Off the mark in a maiden two runs back but could only 

finish fourth in Class 3 next time. Could improve.  
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7. MIXED MIND - Returned to action with victory in Class 4 over 2400m last 

month but needs another step forward in this contest.  

8. FLAMBEUR - Listed winner last year and ran well when fifth in G3 at 

Longchamp 2000m last time. Leading chance.  

Summary 

FLAMBEUR (8) finished fifth in a G3 at Longchamp over 2000m when beaten 

3.5L. Drops in class and holds strong claims. MON OURAGAN (2) was 4L 

back in second at Dax in a 2300m contest and can find a placing again. 

MONTY (4) struggled to find his best form this year but could improve now 

upped to this distance. MIXED MIND (7) proved successful by just under 1L 

returning from an absence in Class 4 company but is likely to need more in 

this company. 

Selections 

FLAMBEUR (8) - MON OURAGAN (2) - MONTY (4) - MIXED MIND (7) 

Race 5 

1. AQUASTAR - Off the track since finishing second in this class at Cagnes-

Sur-Mer 2150m in January. Has a chance on his return.  

2. LINK AND BALL - Finished second on debut but could not build on that 

when only fourth at Compiegne 2400m next time. Worth another chance.  

3. PRETORIO - Thirteenth in a Class 2 race at Deauville 2500m last month 

but not ruled out at this level.  

4. LANDJUNGE - Lightly raced in recent years and has not found a place in 

five attempts. Drops in class and worth another chance.  

5. JAZZ WARRIOR - Out of form in four runs this year and would prefer to 

see more before considering.  

6. SOLATARA - Pulled up over hurdles recently and would prefer to watch 

now back on the flat.  

7. AMAZING GRACE - Four runs without a place campaign and likely to need 

more despite this drop in grade.  

8. GETAWAY MARIA - Missed the frame on both starts including when 

beating one rival at Compiegne over this distance last time. Makes little 

appeal.  
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9. ESA BLUE - Last of fifteen at Deauville 1900m on debut and will need 

significant improvement to feature.  

10. FREE LADY - Fifteen-race maiden who looks to have little chance in this 

contest against progressive rivals.  

Summary 

AQUASTAR (1) was last seen finishing second at Cagnes-Sur-Mer in January 

beaten a head. The one to beat if returning in the same form. LANDJUNGE 

(4) has failed to find a place in five recent attempts but takes a drop in class 

and could bounce back. LINK AND BALL (2) showed promise on debut when 

second. Not able to back that up when only fifth at Compiegne in a 2400m 

event. Given another chance. AMAZING GRACE (7) struggled in four runs 

this campaign but is not without prospects at this level. 

Selections 

AQUASTAR (1) - LANDJUNGE (4) - LINK AND BALL (2) - AMAZING 

GRACE (7) 

Race 6 

1. KEEP AWAY - Second on debut before finishing fourth over 2500m at 

Argentan. Expected to go close.  

2. SRIFANELOGREEN - Finished second on two of three runs. Beaten 1.75L 

at Chateaubriant 2600m most recently. Not ruled out.  

3. ROSALA - Placed on all three starts. Third when beaten 6L at 

Clairefontaine 2400m recently. Can go well.  

4. PARFAITE MERILL - Placed for the second time when third in a maiden at 

La Gacilly 2250m but could prove vulnerable.  

5. L'OISEAU BLANC - Well beaten on both starts so far and impossible to 

recommend.  

6. THE CAT KILLER - Showed very little on debut at Clairefontaine 2400m 

last month and not one to consider.  

7. ALWAYS WELCOME - Makes his debut in a tough race and prefer to 

watch without benefit of experience.  

8. PANJAMAN - Seventh on debut when beaten 6L at Deauville 1900m. Can 

improve for extra distance and experience.  
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9. KARLARINA - Finished seventh on both starts this year including when 

beaten 8L at Chantilly 2000m. Could improve for this longer journey.  

10. ANAMORPHOSE - Failed to find the frame on both outings and would 

prefer to see more before considering.  

11. LA FORLONGE - Returning from a break when fourth at Durtal 2300m in 

June. Been given another short break but not dismissed.  

Summary 

KARLARINA (9) finished seventh on both runs this year including when 

beaten 8L over 2000m. Upped in trip and could find improvement. ROSALA 

(3) placed on all three outings. Finished 6L third over this distance at 

Clairefontaine could be thereabouts. KEEP AWAY (1) was slightly 

disappointing when fourth at Argentan second up but can be given another 

chance. SRIFANELOGREEN (2) again finished second when beaten 1.75L at 

Chateaubritant and might pick up minor honours. 

Selections 

KARLARINA (9) - ROSALA (3) - KEEP AWAY (1) - SRIFANELOGREEN (2) 
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CHANTILLY - 25 September 

Race 1 

1. NUMERO DIX - Unraced Territories colt. Strong claims for a top yard.  

2. POLYPTOTE - Unraced Amarillo colt. Others preferred.  

3. NOTO - Unraced son of Territories. Notable runner.  

4. GLORY OF ROME - Unraced Sxities Icon colt. Interesting to see how he 

performs.  

5. MAKE GOLD - Unraced Mayson filly. Likely to improve for the experience.  

6. LOZEN - Unraced Showcasing filly. One to note.  

7. GRAZIANA - Unraced Wootton Bassett filly. Interesting runner.  

Summary 

A competitive newcomers eventwith NUMERO DIX (1) likely to play a leading 

role with the son of Territories representing a top Chantilly-based stable. 

NOTO (3) is another Territories colt representing a good yard. Could have an 

impact on first appearance. Andreas Marcialis is double handed in this race 

with Showcasing filly LOZEN (6) bred to appreciate sprint distances securing 

a useful jockey. Stablemate GRAZIANA (7) is a Wootton Bassett filly and also 

worth considering. 

Selections 

NUMERO DIX (1) - NOTO (3) - LOZEN (6) - GRAZIANA (7) 

Race 2 

1. PIC SYLVER - Victorious by 1L in a 1200m handicap at Deauville (soft) just 

over four weeks ago. Strong claims.  

2. SELKET - Good 1L second 1400m conditions race at this track on good 

ground earlier this month. One to note on handicap debut.  

3. GOT LUCK - Held 19L last of nine 1000m Listed Prix Des Reves D'Or-

Jacques Bouchara at Vichy (yielding) in July. Upped in trip on first handicap 

start.  
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4. TOFANE - Beaten 5L fourth in a 1350m conditions race at Craon (soft) just 

under three weeks ago. Interesting on handicap debut.  

5. POMELA LAUJAC - Struggled 13L fourth 1400m maiden at Deauville 

(soft) last month. Best watched on first appearance in a handicap.  

6. ETHIOPIA - Impressed when winning by 4L in a 1200m claimer at Evreux 

(soft) at the start of this month. Likely to find this tougher on handicap debut.  

7. THIRD APPLE - Seven race maiden beaten 5L fourth in a 1200m event at 

Deauville (soft) on handicap debut last month. Improvement needed.  

8. L'AIDA - Raced from the front when 6L sixth 1200m claimer at Evreux 

(soft) 23 days ago. Switch to handicaps needs to bring about improvement.  

9. LE CHAT BOTTE - Held all three starts to date including 11L ninth 1500m 

maiden at Niort (good) just under three weeks ago. Gets in off a low weight on 

handicap debut.  

Summary 

PIC SYLVER (1) came good winning by 1L over this trip at Deauville on 

handicap debut and holds strong claims of following up. TOFANE (4) drops in 

grade after a 5L fourth in a 1350m conditions race at Craon. Could have an 

impact on handicap debut. GOT LUCK (3) is another making her handicap 

debut. Finished a neck second over 1100m at Chateaubriant (good) prior to 

disappointing when 19L ninth in the Listed Prix Des Reves D'Or over 1000m 

at Vichy. SELKET (2) can also be considered for the win following a 1L 

second in a 1400m conditions race here. 

Selections 

PIC SYLVER (1) - TOFANE (4) - GOT LUCK (3) - SELKET (2) 

Race 3 

1. KOSKOV - Beaten 3L fourth 2000m handicap at Chantilly (good) just under 

two weeks ago. Improvement needed.  

2. HOPEFUL - Won two of his three starts at two including the G3 Prix De 

Conde over 1800m soft ground here just under 12 months ago. Top chance.  

3. MOON A LISA - Below par 31L last of 15 2200m G1 Preis der Diana at 

Dusseldorf (good) start of last month. Notable runner down in grade.  
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4. HOLLYWOOD - Off the mark at the second time of asking when winning by 

a head in a 1700m maiden at Divonne (soft) end of last month. Interesting 

back up in trip.  

5. WAY OF TANGO - Held 11L 12th 1800m handicap at Compiegne end of 

July. Others preferred.  

6. ENDLESS ECHOES - Down in grade following a 22L last of eight in the 

Listed Pretty Polly Fillies' Stakes over 2012m at Newmarket (good) in June.  

7. ARGENTINE - Held 9L fifth in a 2400m conditions race at Saint Cloud 

(good) ten days ago. More needed.  

Summary 

HOPEFUL (2) won twice from three starts at age two. This included G3 Prix 

De Conde over 1800m here just under 12 months ago. May play a leading 

role on seasonal reappearance. MOON A LISA (3) can put a disappointing 

effort in the G1 Preis der Diana over 2200m at Dusseldorf behind her 

dropping markedly in grade. ENDLESS ECHOES (6) found success on debut 

at the start of the year. Is another down in grade following a disappointing 22L 

last of eight in the 2012m Listed Pretty Polly Fillies' Stakes at Newmarket. 

HOLLYWOOD (4) steps up in trip. Holds each-way interest following a head 

victory in a 1700m maiden at Divonne. 

Selections 

HOPEFUL (2) - MOON A LISA (3) - ENDLESS ECHOES (6) - HOLLYWOOD 

(4) 

Race 4 

1. SCENARIO - Decent 8L third 2000m event at Munich (soft) when debuting 

just under four weeks ago. One to note.  

2. CHALLENGE - Stepped up on debut effort when 11L third 2400m maiden 

at Clairefontaine (heavy) four weeks ago. Notable runner.  

3. IAN DE DAVERT - Held 10L seventh 3000m maiden on yielding ground 

here in July. Drop in trip should see him in a better light.  

4. DALMAWA - Promising 4L fourth in a 2400m maiden at Vichy (soft) when 

making her debut early last month. Interesting contender.  

5. BRITANNIA - Head second in a 2400m maiden at Vichy (yielding) when 

debuting a month ago. Bold show expected.  
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6. PRETTY WOMEN - Good 5L third in a 2000m event on yielding ground 

here when making her debut last month. Interesting contender.  

7. NUANCE - Held 15L sixth 2400m maiden at Clairefontaine (heavy) at the 

end of last month. Others preferred.  

8. MALINI - Improved effort 2L sixth 1950m maiden at Le Mans (good) in 

June. Interesting to see how she fares upped in trip.  

9. FEERIQUE - Held 10L seventh 2000m contest at Compiegne (yielding) on 

debut in July. Likely capable of better.  

10. PERMAFROST - Unraced Magadan gelding. Likely to improve for the 

experience.  

Summary 

PRETTY WOMEN (6) showed ability when 5L third in a 2000m event on 

yielding ground at this circuit. May play a part resuming from a break. 

BRITANNIA (5) finished strongly when a head second in a 2400m maiden at 

Vichy on debut. Another to note for the win with improvement expected. 

SCENARIO (1) performed well when 8L third in a 2000m contest at Munich 

making initial attempt. Interesting delivering first French outing. CHALLENGE 

(2) improved with an 11L third in a heavy ground maiden over this trip at 

Clairefontaine. Consider. 

Selections 

PRETTY WOMEN (6) - BRITANNIA (5) - SCENARIO (1) - CHALLENGE (2) 

 


